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About Us

Slablox’s Labs is an Artificial
Intelligences WEB 3.0
development technology
company. Slablox blockchain
technology creates unique
and unrivaled physical asset-
backed NFTs.

Company Overview 

Physical Asset backed
hybrid NFTs are the future,
an extremely valuable way
of spring-boarding forward,
creating new layers of
liquidity, and integrating
physical assets into physical
asset-backed NFTs.

Slablox’s advanced A.I. 4.0
Nano grading application will
instantly analyze the quality
of a physical asset such as
rare sports cards, rare colored
diamonds, Fine art oil
paintings, rare gold coins, and
other rare fine collectibles.

The application will output an
assessment of the asset’s
main features such as brand,
maker, line, age, condition,
and authenticity.
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The physically-backed assets
NFTs are uniquely numbered and
assigned A (SLABLOX) the non-
fungible token that doubles as a
proof of ownership token and as a
vehicle for redemption Using
crypto and blockchain principles.

Slablox’s AI 4.0 Nano Software
uses Blockchain technology to
Write, and create all assessments
into smart contracts, creating
metadata digital NFTs backed
from the physical asset which
keeps track of provenance.

Slablox’s AI 4.0 Nano Blockchain
NFT Minting application allows
physical assets to be minted,
creating metadata NFT from the
physically backed asset on
Slablox’s AI mobile app.

Slablox's AI Physical Asset Score 
The Physical backed asset is scored, then the physical asset is assigned a physically Backed asset scored Slablox’s
AI Nano 4.0 deep learning program, searches for items in existence in that exact score this determines the rarity of
each physical asset-backed NFT This score becomes the gauge for the value of the NFT based on its scarcity.
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SLABMINT AI Minting Application 
SLABMINT AI App is a WEB 3.0 Artificial Intelligences NFT minting platform

Slabmint AI App is a seamless automated platform that
provides individuals to mint real-world physical assets,
turning physical assets into hybrid NFTs on their mobile
phone or computer.

SLABMINT  allows individuals, and companies to mint their
assets, and sell their real-world physical asset-backed
hybrid NFTS.

SLABMINT does not charge any credit card fees, theirs
is no sales tax in our worldwide peer-to-peer venue with
NO geo prohibitions.
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Slabasset Physical Backed NFT’S

Bridging the Digital and Physical
framework for secure on-chain
trade of goods and in the future,
the world’s largest classes of
physical assets including property,
collectibles, and commodities of all
kinds.

Unlike established blockchain NFTs,
Physical Asset NFTs backed by an
underlying SlabAsset Coin and
paired with a physical asset result
in an extensible, universal.

Now, new forms of ownership and
utility can be programmed around
objects: democratizing access to
capital, unlocking trillions in
stranded value, and paving the
path to a more egalitarian and
sustainable society.
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Slabverse Market Place

Slabverse marketplace is an NFT
marketplace connecting all NFT
marketplaces into one ultimate
NFT MARKETPLACE. Slabverse is a
Crypto based worldwide peer-to-
peer sales venue with traditional
set pricing marketplaces.

Crypto auctions with digital wallet
bid verification with realistic seller
reserves so no one can shill up an
NFT asset and not pay for it, snipe
a submission at the last minute or
pay pennies on the dollar.

Slabverse technology protects
sellers from shilling and fraud.
Slabverse provides safe, seamless,
protected instant purchases of
goods on a secure blockchain.
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An NFT airdrop is a marketing strategy used by blockchain developers to attract
NFT buyers and generate awareness about NFT projects.

Slablox Airdrops

Slablox does Specialized Pre-Airdrop marketing campaigns.

Slablox’s specialized NFT projects are unique real-world physical asset-backed
NFT projects… which in return have a high demand.

Hyper Growth Billion Dollar Industry

Slablox’s Pre-Airdrop marketing campaigns... Pre-Airdrop 50,000 Limited edition
Slablox NFTs into previous blue-chip NFT buyers’ crypto wallet addresses.

Specialized NFT projects are bringing in millions of dollars.
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We’ve, never seen, in fiscal history, an investment class that continues to outperform all
investment markets, and has an unprecedented growth rate of over 13,000%! 

Hottest Market Sector Worldwide

Worldwide Market Non-dependent on the stock market.

Alternative investments are essential to outpace hyper inflation.

Specialized NFT projects are bringing in millions of dollars.

Diversify for a prosperous future -- profit from a billion-dollar
industry.
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Slablox Dynamics

Increased trust removes the “doubt discount” from the decentralized digital trade of physical
assets and therefore enables trillions of dollars of those assets to be brought on-chain and
traded with confidence at their full value.

Blockchain Circular Economy

Bringing trillions of dollars of physical assets on chain

Achieving global sustainability by driving the circular economy
In a world that consumes multiple planets’ worth of resources and is awash with excess
physical assets, our goal is to restore balance. Rapid sustainability is achievable if every asset
can be efficiently resold and re-used within a circular economy.

Maximizing value and liquidity for decentralized commerce
Slabasset Coin allows the individual value of every asset to be confidently assessed according
to its exact state, whether new, previously owned, or collectible, enabling it to transact towards
owners that value it the most.
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